
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Time to register for matchmaking  

 

The purchasers have already started to book meetings so make sure you register today! 

 
The matchmaking at Elmia Subcontractor bring together purchasers and suppliers from a large number of European 
countries. We are happy to inform you that there are currently 22 purchasers that will participate in matchmaking during Elmia 
Subcontractor, and all of them are looking for suppliers! 
 
Please find a list below with short descriptions of what the purchasers are looking for and a link to a more detailed 
presentation. Can you offer what they are looking for? Make sure you register today! 

 

Registered purchasers and what they are looking for:  
AB SKF (Sweden) looking for stamping, machining, heat treatment, mechanical components  
Anordica AB (Sweden) looking for partners in building and construction, pulp and paper, recycling and consumer durables 
Fläkt Woods (Sweden) looking for bending of copper tube pipes for the cooling industry 
Leax Group (Sweden) looking for forgings and more 
Leax Group (Sweden) looking for supplier of casted, forged and cutted raw material  
Mitab Produktion AB (Sweden) looking for suppliers of tube end forming and suppliers of electrical outlets-USB and 230V 
Mekom (Sweden) looking for straight slotted spring pins 
Shiloh Industries (Sweden) looking for development of equipment for automatisation of productiuon, welding cells, assembly 

lines, packing lines 
Toyota Material Handling Manufacturing (Sweden) looking for laser cutting, bending and welding 
Trelleborg Industrial Solutions (Sweden) looking for sourcing for production in Estonia, metal supply, tool moulding for 

injection and compression 
Volvo Bus Corporation (Sweden) looking for system- and component suppliers for developning and industrialize tomorrow´s 

business with us 
Volvo Cars (Sweden) looking for all comodities regarding Auto  
Volvo Cars (Sweden) looking for integration and development of software for cars. 
Weber-Waidhaus GmbH (Germany) looking for materials/solutions/components for plastic injection moulding 
Fortaco Group Oy (Finland) looking for sheet metal processing, castings, forgings, profiles 
LT Technologies (Lithuania) looking for metal tubes, hangiong systems for powder coatings, plastic fittings 
Spritsgiess-Schulung GmbH (Germany) looking for material, additives, hardware, process invotations and software related 

to injection moulding industry 
Albright Lietuva (Lithuania) looking for turned parts in steel, brass, etc 
Forciot (Finland) looking for wearable electronics, electrical printing, technology/manufacturing partners 
Ceram Optec SIA (Latvia) looking for new suppliers in medical and laser production sphere 
B-Design EOOD (Bulgaria) looking for raw materials for furniture production 
Studio Design Art OOD (Bulgaria) looking for suppliers of high quality components, materials and products to be used in the 

furniture industry 
 
You will find more information and registration here.  
 
The participation fee is 249 EUR. 
 
Let us know if you have any questions! 
 
Kind regards, 
The Subcontractor Connect-team  
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Questions? Contact us!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Malin Jönsson  
 

Phone: + 46 733-307092 
 
Email: malin.jonsson@almi.se  

  

 

 

 

Markus Jonsson  
 

Phone: +46 76-1733718 
 
Email: markus.jonsson@almi.se  

  

 

 

 

Max Sundvall  
 

Phone: +46 725-029131 
 
Email: max.sundvall@almi.se  
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